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Summary  
This paper examines the usage of the indefinite pronoun on in two Old French plays: Le jeu de saint 
Nicolas by Jehan Bodel and Le jeu de la feuillée by Adam de la Halle. Quantitative analysis indicated 
the significant presence of the definite use of on in these Old French plays and the relatively low 
frequency of the indefinite specific use. From a qualitative point of view, the context of the definite 
on is worth noting. The definite on was mainly observed in conversations between common people 
and was often attested in emotional utterances, such as expressions of anger.  
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Introduction 
 
    In contemporary French, the indefinite pronoun on can refer to indefinite as well as 
definite persons. On is used to refer to the definite first person plural subject in place of 
the subject personal pronoun nous ‘we’, as in (1).  
 
(1) On va au cinéma ce soir ? 
   “Let’s go to the movies tonight.” 
 
Such replacement of nous by on is frequently attested in colloquial French. According to 
Französisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch (FEW), vol.4, hǒmo, -ǐne, pp.453b-460b, on 
was already used in place of the first person plural pronoun in the twelfth century, though, 
as Grafström (1969) pointed out, this usage of on was not widespread until around the 
twentieth century. Grafström (1969) also affirms that the substitution of on for personal 
pronouns including nous is sporadic in Medieval French. However, previous studies do 
not provide empirical data to sufficiently support this argument. Therefore, we do not 
know how the definite use of on was used and how frequently it appeared in Old French 
texts. 
    As for etymology, the indefinite pronoun on is derived from the nominative of the 
Latin substantive HOMO ‘human being’ or ‘man’. 1 Attestations of on as an indefinite 
pronoun date back at least to the eleventh or twelfth century (Suzuki, Nakagawa & 
Kawaguchi, in press; see also Galambos, 1981; Ménard, 1973; Moignet, 1988; 
Weerenbeck, 1943). One of the earliest examples of the indefinite pronoun on is shown 
in (2). The subject of this sentence, hom, is a variant of on in Old French. 
 
(2) ço set hom ben […]             
   “it is well known that […]”  
(Chanson de Roland, v.293, emphasis added) 2 
 
    Weerenbeck (1943) argues that the indefinite pronoun on arose from HOMO or the 
noun om (homme in contemporary French), referring to indefinite specific persons such 
as quelqu’un ‘someone’ or un homme ‘a man’. That is, for Weerenbeck (1943, p. 66-69), 
on referring to human beings in general is posterior to on referring to ‘someone’ or ‘a 
man’. However, Weerenbeck’s (1943) argument contradicts Giacalone Ramat & Sansò’s 
(2007) schema of grammaticalization (see Figure 1). Giacalone Ramat & Sansò (2007, p. 
106) hypothesize that the usage of the noun meaning ‘man’ in European languages as a 
                                                        
This paper was supported by JSPS KAKENHI (Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research) Grant Number 
JP16H03415. 
1 The French common noun homme ‘human being’ or ‘man’ comes from the accusative of HOMO.  
2 We consulted Moignet (1972). 
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species-generic subject (a1) is the least grammaticalized and that it existed before this 
noun started being used as a human non-referential indefinite (a2), i.e., an indefinite 
specific person (quelqu’un).  
  
Figure 1. Schema of the grammaticalization of ‘man’ 
(Giacalone Ramat & Sansò, 2007, p. 106, italics in original) 
 
If we apply the hypothesis of Giacalone Ramat & Sansò (2007) to HOMO and on, the basic 
usage of on is not to refer to ‘someone’ or ‘a man’ as Weerenbeck (1943) claims, but 
rather to refer to human beings in general. To resolve this contradiction, it would be 
fruitful to examine the referents of on in Old French texts. 
    Given the lack of empirical data and the contradiction between the arguments made 
by Weerenbeck (1943) and Giacalone Ramat & Sansò (2007), in this study, we 
investigated how the definite and indefinite on are employed in terms of its frequency, 
contexts, and reference in Old French texts, using a corpus of two Old French plays.  
 
1. Corpus 
 
1.1. Selection and presentation of the texts 
The corpus we created for our study consists of two plays written in Old French: Le 
jeu de saint Nicolas (written between 1198 and 1202) by Jehan Bodel and Le jeu de la 
feuillée (1276) by Adam de la Halle. The texts were selected from the Corpus de la 
littérature médiévale (Boutet, Gaucher, & Lalou, 2001), which contains narrative prose, 
poems, and plays written in the langue d’oïl by the end of the fifteenth century. The size 
of our corpus is 15,330 words, with the first text consisting of 8,938 words and the second 
consisting of 6,392 words. We restricted our corpus to plays under the assumption that 
the definite use of on would be frequent as compared to other genres, as they are mostly 
made up of dialogues that more or less reflect the spoken language. 
Another reason for selecting the two texts is that they are both written in the main 
language of Old French literature – that is, a “mixed” language with aspects of the dialect 
(a1) man as species-
generic
(a2) man as human 
non-referntial 
indefinite
(b) man as human 
referential definite
(c) 1st person 
singular / plural
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spoken in the Île-de-France region and the Picardy region (Dufournet, 1989; Henry, 1981). 
There is no existing document written almost purely in the dialect of Île-de-France before 
the mid-thirteenth century (Brunot, 1966) and “texts quite consistently dialectal are rare.” 
(Pope, 1934, p. 33) 3  
Both Le jeu de saint Nicolas and Le jeu de la feuillée were in the collection of the 
duke of La Vallière in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century, and were composed 
in Arras, one of the principal cities in the county of Artois where Old French literature 
flourished (Henry, 1981, p. 7-8). As Henry (1981) admits, Jehan Bodel, the author of Le 
jeu de saint Nicolas, is the veritable initiator of vernacular drama; in fact, the famous 
play we have chosen for this study is the oldest miracle play written in a vernacular. The 
poet also wrote many fabliaux and a number of pastourelles in Old French (Henry, 1981, 
p. 23-24). Our other text, Le jeu de la feuillée, is a play that was written based on Le jeu 
de saint Nicolas (Dufournet, 2008). As can be inferred from its other known title li jus 
Adan, the satirical drama introduces Adam de la Halle himself and his works (Dufournet, 
1989). Adam de la Halle, also known as Adam le Bossu, was not only a poet who wrote 
chansons, motets, rondels, jeux-partis, and other pieces, but is according to Dufournet 
(1989, p. 9-10) also one of the greatest musicians of the Middle Ages. In sum, it can be 
said that our corpus consists of Old French texts written by two of the greatest poets of 
the Middle Ages. 
 
1.2. Orthography 
The pronoun on has various orthographic forms, such as an, en, hom, and un. It can 
also appear with the definite article le (l’on, lon, etc.). However, according to Dees (1987), 
close to 95% of the pronouns that are used in Old French literature from the Somme and 
Pas-de-Calais regions are spelled on or un (including variations such as om and um and/or 
cases where the definite article appears before the pronoun, as to forms containing en and 
an), and over 95% appear without the definite article le. In addition, Langlois (1951: p. 
XX) writes in his notes on Le jeu de saint Nicolas that the manuscript BN. fr. 25566 in 
which the play appears uses only one form, on, to refer to the pronoun, so as not to 
confuse it with the substantive noun homme. 4 From these claims, it can be predicted that 
orthographic variations of the pronoun in the corpus will be rare, or will not be attested 
at all. 
 
                                                        
3 According to Brunot (1966), the earliest literary texts written in dialects are from the tenth century.  
It was in the twelfth century that Old French literature flourished (Rickard, 1989), and the large 
majority of works written in that century were written in dialects (Brunot, 1966). Rickard (1989) 
asserts that dialectal characteristics are clearly seen in French literature until the mid-thirteenth 
century and that they vanished between around 1300 and 1320. 
4 To confirm that this claim holds true, we referred to the original manuscript in Gallica at 
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b54002413d/f158.image.r=frGallica and checked for 
variations in the orthography of on. 
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2. Data Collection 
 
2.1. Method 
For the present study, we gathered all occurrences of on that appear in our corpus. 
Twenty-seven occurrences of on appeared in Le jeu de saint Nicolas and 35 in Le jeu de 
la feuillée. As predicted, orthographic variation was not seen at all; all 62 occurrences of 
the pronoun were spelled on, without the article preceding it. For each occurrence of on 
in the corpus, we checked for: a) the referent of the pronoun (see the next section for the 
classification), and b) the situation of the utterance. When gathering our data, we looked 
at the original text as well as several contemporary French and English translations of 
the plays to be as objective as possible. Consulted translations are Dufournet (2005), 
Henry (1965), and Axton & Stevens (1971) for Le jeu de saint Nicolas, and Dufournet 
(1989), Buridant & Trotin (1983), Langlois (1923), and Axton & Stevens (1971) for Le 
jeu de la feuillée. The use of these translations is, however, secondary; we made decisions 
on the classifications based on our interpretations, including cases when there were slight 
differences in the French and English translations. 
 
2.2. Classification 
When gathering data, we classified the referent of the pronoun on into three types 
according to its definiteness and specificity, in other words whether it refers to somebody 
or a group of people the speaker can identify. The three categories we distinguished are 
as follows: indefinite generic, indefinite specific, and definite. All categories were 
found in each of the two texts. We will now explain how we defined each type using 
examples in contemporary French. 
First, we classified occurrences of on as being indefinite generic when the speaker 
is not referring to specific persons. A rough translation of this type of on in English would 
be ‘people’ or ‘everyone’. An example of this type of on is given below. 
 
(3) En France, on parle français.  
   “In France, people speak French.” 
 
This is a general statement that the French language is widely or normally spoken in 
France. Here, on refers to people in France in general, and the speaker does not have 
specific persons in mind when uttering this sentence. The pronoun includes all persons 
who speak French in France, and may or may not include the speaker according to the 
context. 
The second type, indefinite specific, refers to one or more persons who are not 
clearly identifiable to the speaker, but exist. In English this could be translated as 
‘somebody’ or ‘someone’. Take a look at the following sentence: 
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(4) On frappe à la porte.  
   “Someone is knocking on the door.” 
 
Here, there is at least one actual person who is performing the action of knocking on the 
door (given that the speaker is not mistaking some other sound for a knock on the door); 
therefore, this on refers to one or more specific human beings. However, as the speaker 
does not know who is behind the door at the moment he or she utters (4), the referent is 
not definite. 
The definite on includes the most typical usage of the pronoun in contemporary 
French where on means nous; it also includes cases where on refers to ‘I’, ‘you’, or other 
specific persons. Example (5) is the sentence we saw in the introduction, and (6) is an 
example of when on is definite but cannot be replaced by nous. 
 
(5) On va au cinéma ce soir ? 
   “Let’s go to the movies tonight.” 
 
(6) Alors, mon petit, on ne va pas à l’école aujourd’hui ?  
   “So darling, you are not going to school today?” 
(Moignet, as cited in Blanche-Benveniste, 2003, p. 47) 
 
According to Blanche-Benveniste (2003), on as well as other similar pronouns can be 
used in specific contexts to refer to very specific persons, for example, to an interlocutor 
as a substitution for tu or vous. (6) is an example of the “hypocoristic on,” where on 
refers to mon petit ‘darling’, i.e., the person the speaker is talking to. 
 
3. Results 
 
    This section presents the results of the survey. The results will be examined 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 will discuss the quantitative 
aspects, namely the frequency of tokens of on and the context of attestations. The data is 
qualitatively analyzed in 3.3. 
 
3.1. Frequency of on 
    First, we will present the frequency of on in the two plays to provide a global view 
of the use of the pronoun in our corpus. Table 1 shows the frequency of each type of on 
in the two texts. The numbers in parentheses represent the frequency per one million 
words (PMW) rounded off to the nearest tenth.  
 
 Le jeu de saint Nicolas Le jeu de la feuillée Total 
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Indefinite 
generic 
13 (1454.5) 12 (1877.3) 25 (1630.8) 
Indefinite 
specific 
4 (447.5) 11 (1720.9) 15 (978.5) 
Definite 10 (1118.8) 12 (1877.3) 22 (1435.1) 
Total 27 (3020.8) 35 (5475.6) 62 (4044.4) 
Table 1. Occurrences of on (PMW rounded off to the nearest tenth) 
 
Figure 2 recapitulates the frequency per million words of on in each category. 
 
 
 
     According to the data, the two texts contain as many indefinite generic occurrences 
of on as definite occurrences. If we consider that the pronominal use of on is estimated 
to date back to the twentieth century as previous research suggests, the Old French period 
should correspond to the early developmental stage of the indefinite pronoun on. This 
view may lead us to think that the definite on is relatively rare compared to its indefinite 
use. Contrary to this anticipation, the data proves the significant presence of the definite 
on in the oralised style in Old French. Meanwhile, indefinite specific examples are 
relatively less frequent than the indefinite generic and the definite on. Indefinite specific 
uses are especially marginal in Le jeu de saint Nicolas. 
 
3.2. Contexts of attestations   
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    Contexts of the attestations disclose another characteristic of the definite usage that 
cannot be explained by solely considering its frequency. Table 2 recapitulates the context 
of utterances containing occurrences of on in our corpus. The number in parentheses 
indicated next to each type of context represents the raw frequency of on attested in the 
context. 
 
 Le jeu de saint Nicolas Le jeu de la feuillée 
Indefinite 
generic 
Sermon (3)   Proverb (2) 
Proclamation (1) 
Uttered by the Muslim king toward 
the Christian prisoner (1) 
Between thieves or inhabitants of 
the city (5) 
Uttered by an Emir toward the 
Muslim king (1) 
Proverb (1) 
 
Between inhabitants of the city 
(11) 
 
Indefinite 
specific 
Between thieves or inhabitants of 
the city (3) 
Uttered by the Christian prisoner 
toward the Muslim king (1) 
Between inhabitants of the city 
(11) 
 
Definite Between thieves or inhabitants of 
the city (9) 
Uttered by the jailer to the Muslim 
king (1) 
Between inhabitants of the city 
(12) 
 
Table 2. Contexts of attestations 
 
     As seen in this table, many occurrences of on are observed in conversations 
between people who are not noble. As our corpus is composed of texts mainly 
representing interactions between inhabitants of the city, it is not very surprising to have 
many occurrences in the speech of plain people. However, the definite on exhibits a 
remarkable feature. Twenty-one out of 22 instances are attested in conversations between 
ordinary people. Insofar as our corpus reveals, the definite on is characteristic of informal 
speech. 
 
3.3. Uses of on in the plays 
3.3.1. Indefinite generic on 
    As seen in section 3.1, our corpus contains 25 occurrences of the indefinite generic 
on. On in examples (7) and (8) can be considered to refer to the human species in general. 
The English translations for the examples below are by Axton & Stevens (1971). 
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(7) LI FISISCIENS : Bien sai de coi estes malades.  
                Foi ke doi vous, maistre Henri,  
Bien voi vo maladie chi ; 
                  Ch’est uns maus c’on claime avarisse 5. 
 
 “DOCTOR : I know quite well why you are ill. 
        Master Henri – with all due respect – 
        I see your illness as plain as can be : 
    You have the disease that’s known as Greed.” 
(Le jeu de la feuillée, v. 200-3) 
 
(8) LI PREUDOM : Se le forche ont mi anemi,  
                 Au besoing voit on son ami. 
 
“GOOD MAN : My enemies hold me in their power.  
             In time of need one finds one’s friends.” 
(Le jeu de saint Nicolas, v. 1241-2) 
 
    However, it must be noted that the indefinite generic on does not always refer to the 
human species. In example (9) below, on generically refers to all males but not females, 
as here the two characters are talking about loving a woman. 
 
(9) RIKIERS : Ele a fait envers vous 
          Trop grant markiét 6 de ses denrees. 
   ADANS : Tproupt 7 ! Rikeche 8, a chou 9 ne tient point, 
          Mais Amours si le gent enoint 
          Et cascune 10 grasse enlumine 
         En feme 11 et fait sanler plus grande 12, 
          Si c’on cuide d’une truande 
          Bien ke 13 che soit une roïne. 
                                                        
5 In Dufournet (1989) and BN. fr. 25566, this word is spelled avarice. However, we adopted 
Langlois’s (1951) emendation, since Corpus de la littérature médiévale (Boutet, Gaucher, & 
Lalou, 2001) records Langlois’s (1951) text. 
6 marchie in BN. fr. 25566 and marchié in Dufournet (1989).  
7 ha in BN. fr. 25566 and Ha in Dufournet (1989) According to Dufournet (1989), Reg. lat. 1490 
(referred to as manuscript V by Dufournet (1989)) gives Troupt.  
8 riquier in BN. fr. 25566 and Riquier in Dufournet (1989).  
9 che in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
10 chascune in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
11 fame in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
12 si grande in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). Dufournet (1989) notes that plus grande is 
seen in BN. fr. 837 (referred to as manuscript Pb by Dufournet (1989)) and Reg. lat. 1490. 
13 que in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
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   “RIKIER : She gave you too good a bargain, 
          Sold you all her dainties cheap. 
    ADAM : Pooh! Richy, that’s not the point– 
         It’s Love, who so anoints his people 
         That he lights up every grace and feature, 
         In a girl, and makes them seem the finer; 
         So that you’d think a beggar woman 
      As lovely as you would a queen.” 
(Le jeu de la feuillée, v.79-86) 
 
3.3.2. Indefinite specific on 
    Fifteen occurrences of the indefinite specific on were observed in the two plays. Let 
us take a look at the following example: 
 
(10) RASOIRS : Ains gist uns mahommés deseure, 
         Ne sai ou de fust ou de pierre : 
          Ja par lui n‘en ora espiere 
           Li rois, s’on li taut tout ou emble. 
         Ancui irons tout troi ensamble, 
       Quant nous sarons qu‘il en ert eure.  
 
“RASOIR: An old ‘Mahomet’ lies on top,  
   Of stone or wood – I don’t know which.  
   The King won’t hear as much as a whisper 
     From him if somebody steals the lot,  
    Or takes it off. Let’s go today  
    When we’ve made sure the time is right.” 
(Le jeu de saint Nicolas, v. 779-84) 
 
The speaker of the utterance (in this case, RASOIR) does not know who exactly will 
“steal the lot,” but he does suppose that there will be somebody who will “steal the lot.” 
Therefore, we can say that the reference of this on is indefinite specific. 
 
3.3.3. Definite on 
    Twenty-two examples of the definite on are observed in our data. We defined the 
definite on as on referring to the person(s) who can be identified by the speaker. Half of 
the time it is observed in non-emotional contexts, and in the other half it is observed in 
emotional contexts, i.e. in contexts in which the speaker utters on with a strong emotion, 
such as anger. First, we will consider cases of on in non-emotional contexts. 
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3.3.3.1. The first-plural-person on in non-emotional contexts  
    As we have previously discussed, on substituted for nous (the first-plural-person) is 
especially popular in contemporary French. In our data, there were six occurrences of 
this type of on. This frequency does not seem to be as high as in contemporary French. 
 
(11) [Here, Rasoir is trying to persuade his friends to steal the King’s treasures] 
    PINCEDÉS : Est che voirs, que Dieus te sekeure ? 
    RASOIRS :  Est voirs, oïl, par saint Jehan, 
             Car j’en ai oï crier le ban 
               Qu’il n’iert jamais hom qui le gait ; 
               Mais qui en puist avoir, s’en ait ! 
               Gardés s’on puet chi sus acroire. 
    CRIKÉS   : Verse, Pinchedé, fai li boire, 
               Il a bien dit, une buvee. 
 
    “PINCEDÉ: But is this true, so help you God? 
     RASOIR : Is it true? For heaven’s sake, 
         I heard the crier shouting it out: 
              There won’t be anyone on guard, 
              Whoever wants the stuff can have it. 
              Let’s see if we can get credit on that. 
     CLIQUET : Go on, Pincedé, pour him a drink. 
               Good news deserves a tankard full. ” 
(Le jeu de saint Nicolas, 785-92) 
 
3.3.3.2. Persons other than the first-plural-person on in non-emotional contexts 
    On substituted for personal pronouns other than nous (je, tu, ils, etc.) is regarded as 
a peripheric use by Fløttum, Jonasson, & Norén. (2007), who classified this use of on in 
contemporary French as being “stylistic.” However, there were nearly as many 
occurrences (five occurrences) of this type of on as the first-plural-person on in our data. 
In the following example, on can be replaced by vous ‘you’: 
 
(12) [Auberons, the Muslim king’s messenger, asks Tavernier about what he is 
selling] 
     LI TAVERNIERS : Chaiens fait bon disner, chaiens ! 
                     Chi a caut pain et caus herens, 
                     Et vin d’Aucheurre a plain tonnel. 
     AUBERONS     : A ! saint Beneoit, vostre anel 
                   Me laissés encontrer souvent ! 
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                      Que vent on chaiens ? 
     LI TAVERNIERS : C’on i vent ? 
                      Amis, un vin qui point ne file. 
 
     “TAVERNER: Dine well, inside! Dine well, inside! 
           We’ve got hot bread! Hot herring, too, 
                 And wine of Auxerre by the barrel. 
     AUBERON: Ah, holy Bene’t, your ring-sign– 
                I’d like to meet it every day. 
                What are you selling? 
     TAVERNER: What am I selling? 
                My friend, a wine as thick as cream.” 
(Le jeu de saint Nicolas, v.251-7) 
 
The referent of four attestations out of five in this category was the second-singular-
person. The fact that on meaning vous or tu is relatively frequent is a characteristic of 
the two plays that we consulted. 
 
3.3.3.3. Definite on in emotional contexts 
   One important characteristic of our corpus is that the definite on is often observed in 
emotional contexts. On seen in examples (13) and (14) seem to be employed in contexts 
where the speaker is irritated. On in example (13) refers to the hearer (that is, the second-
singular-person), and on in example (14) refers to the group including the speaker (that 
is, the first-plural-person). 
 
(13) LI OSTES  : Vés chi de cascun 14 le foi preste 
             Ke che fu pour vous k’il jua 15. 
 LI MOINES : Hé ! Dieus ! A vous con fait ju 16 a, 
             Biaus ostes, ki 17 vous vaurroit croire ! 
             Mauvais fait chaiens venir boire 
             Puis c’on conkie 18 ensi le gent.  
 LI OSTES  : Moines, paiés ; cha, men argent 
            Ke 19 vous me devés. Est che plais ? 
 
  “TAVERNER: Look for yourself. Each of them swears 
                                                        
14 chascun in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989).  
15 Que che fu pour vous qu(’)il joua in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
16 jeu in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
17 qui in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
18 cunkie in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
19 Que in BN. fr. 25566 and Dufournet (1989). 
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               That he was throwing the dice for you. 
   MONK  : Oh, Lord! The man that trusted you 
            Would be well and truly tricked. 
            It’s wicked to come here to drink  
            When folk get swindled just like that. 
 TAVERNER: Pay up, Monk. Come on–the cash 
            That you owe me. Are you quibbling?” 
(Le jeu de la feuillée, v. 981-8) 
 
(14) [Pincedé picks up the dice. Caignet brings a candle but is not thanked for 
it] 
    RASOIRS  : Teus tient les dés qui giete pis. 
       Je le te donroie pour noef. 
    PINCEDÉS : Dehait qui t’en donroit un oef. 
      Ne qui de dis perdre le crient ! 
    CAIGNÉS  : Alumera on vous pour nient ? 
      Chis est miens, comment qu’il en kieche. 
          Mais on ne m’i hucast a pieche. 
       Dehés ait atrais de tel gent ! 
    CLIKÉS   : Caignés, metés jus no argent, 
      Tant que nous l’ortions nous troi ! 
 
    “RASOIR   : There’s some that hold the dice who throw 
      Much worse. I’ll let you count mine for nine. 
    PINCEDÉS : Pox anyone so asinine 20. 
           To be afraid of losing to ten. 
    CAIGNET  : Are we supposed to light you for nothing? 
        This one is mine, whatever happens. 
               (Aside) They’d not have asked for the bill for hours – 
             God blast the way they carry on! 
    CLIQUET  : Caignet, put our money down, 
                Until we’ve given you permission. ” 
 (Le jeu de saint Nicolas, v. 879-88) 
 
    The definite on is also observed in contexts where the speaker is looking down on 
people, as in (15).  
 
  
                                                        
20 Italic in original (Axton et al., 1971). 
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(15) [Speaking to Rasoir, who is excited that he has good news] 
    PINCEDÉS : Rasoir, nous comprons vo ricoise, 
       Qui ne nous est mie commune, 
              Vous fustes anuit a la brune, 
                S’estes ore seur vos gaveles. 
    RASOIRS  : Non sui, voir, ains sai tés nouveles 
               Dont grans biens nous porra venir. 
    PINCEDES : Dont porriés vous bon devenir, 
               S’on i pooit mettre les mains. 
 
    “PINCEDÉ: We’re paying for your extravagance, 
             Rasoir. We’re not all well off. 
              You must have been on the prowl last night, 
              And now you’re well and truly loaded. 
     RASOIR:  I’m not. I have some news for you 
               Through which some good might come to us. 
     PINCEDÉ: Then maybe you would come to some good  
               If we could lay our hands on the stuff. ” 
(Le jeu de saint Nicolas, v. 763-70) 
 
    In our corpus, there are four occurrences of on as nous in emotional contexts, while 
there are six occurrences of on as nous in non-emotional contexts, as we pointed out in 
3.3.3.1. This means that on referring to nous in the Old French period is not identical to 
that of contemporary French, since on for nous in contemporary French is quite frequently 
observed in non-emotional contexts. 
 
    In sum, we would like to emphasize that: (a) the definite on frequently appears in 
emotional contexts in contrast to contemporary French, while there are not many uses of 
on as a substitution of the first-plural-pronoun nous; and (b) relatively often, the definite 
on is used in emotional contexts (approximatively half of the definite on in our corpus 
were used in this type of context). 
 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
    The investigation of the corpus revealed the relatively high frequency of the definite 
on in oralised style in the Old French period. There were as many instances of the definite 
on as indefinite generic instances in the two texts. This definite usage of the indefinite 
pronoun on in the Old French period, scarcely referred to and discussed in literature, 
seems far from peripheral in Old French, at least for texts consisting of dialogues. As for 
the indefinite specific on, the frequency is slightly lower compared with the previous two 
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categories. This low frequency is problematic with regard to the origin of the indefinite 
pronoun on in French. If the usage of on as an indefinite pronoun is derived from the 
indefinite specific usage in the Old French period as Weerenbeck (1943) argues, how can 
we explain why the frequency of the indefinite specific on is even lower than that of the 
definite on? Our data seem to support Giacalone Ramat & Sansò’s (2007) view on the 
grammaticalization of HOMO rather than that of Weerenbeck (1943). Concerning the 
registers in which the definite on is attested, our data exhibits the trend that the definite 
on tends to appear in conversations between ordinary people rather than in formal and 
noble speech or in sermons. It is also interesting that the definite on seems to be 
accompanied by emotions such as anger or disdain. From this point of view, it must be 
noted that on replacing nous in Old French is not completely identical to that of 
contemporary French. In our corpus, this use of on is as frequent as on replacing tu, which 
in turn seems to be quite rare in contemporary French. Further empirical research using 
texts from Old French as well as Middle or Classical French is necessary to find out 
whether, and if so, when, the replacement of tu by on actually declined.  
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